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Abstract

The European Bioinformatics Community for Mass Spectrometry (EuBIC-MS; eubic-ms.org) was founded in 2014 to unite European computational mass spectrometry researchers and proteomics bioinformaticians working in academia and industry. Since then, we have organised two Winter Schools and two Developers’ Meetings, which have contributed to strengthening the European mass spectrometry network and which have fostered international collaboration in this field, even beyond Europe. Besides these conferences, EuBIC-MS members also maintain educational resources (proteomics-academy.org) and organise workshops at national and international conferences on proteomics and mass spectrometry. Moreover, we are currently actively developing a community-driven standard dedicated to mass spectrometry data annotation (SDRF-Proteomics) that will facilitate data reuse and collaboration. Besides these activities originating from within EuBIC-MS, we are also involved in several other community initiatives such as the Human Proteome Organization’s Proteomics Standards Initiative. In this manuscript, we highlight what EuBIC-MS is, what we do, and what we have already achieved. We would also like to extend a warm invitation to new researchers at all career stages to join the EuBIC-MS community on our Slack channel (eubic.slack.com).
The European Bioinformatics Community for Mass Spectrometry (EuBIC-MS; https://eubic-ms.org/) is a community for proteomics bioinformatics and computational mass spectrometry (MS). EuBIC-MS aims to bring together European MS bioinformatics researchers, including students and early-career researchers, as well as long-standing experts from both academia and industry. Through the setup of community-driven initiatives, EuBIC-MS promotes education in bioinformatics and computational mass spectrometry, highlights job and funding opportunities, fosters international collaborations, contributes to the publication of specialised studies and provides training of basic and advanced software tools.

EuBIC-MS is an official initiative of the European Proteomics Association (EuPA), and together they have created and maintained the Proteomics Academy website (https://www.proteomics-academy.org/), an online resource that contains educational material, including videos from educational talks, tutorials of popular software tools, keynote talks from our conferences, and bioinformatic tool descriptions. This platform also includes a Q&A message board to ask questions and discuss proteomics experiments, and an online job fair where vacant job offers can be posted and researchers can upload their CV. This job fair was created with the help of the Young Proteomics Investigators Club (YPIC), another EuPA Initiative. Apart from the Proteomics Academy, EuBIC-MS members also actively take part in international workshops and training events such as the “Integrative Biological Interpretation using Proteomics” course at the Gulbenkian Training Programme in Bioinformatics, Lisbon, Portugal (http://gtpb.igc.gulbenkian.pt/bicourses/2019/IBIP19/index.html). We also (co-)organise workshops at the bioinformatics hubs of the major international conferences on proteomics and mass spectrometry, including the Annual Congress of the European Proteomics Association (EuPA), the Human Proteome Organization (HUPO) World Congress, and the annual conference of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry (ASMS). These bioinformatics hubs form a central gathering place for conference attendees who are interested in computational mass spectrometry, and stimulate informal debates and lively discussions on topics of interest to the field. During these activities, EuBIC-MS strongly supports open science by promoting open data.
policies, providing freely available training and teaching material, and collaborating to open source software development.

Additionally, EuBIC-MS organises a yearly conference dedicated to computational mass spectrometry and proteomics bioinformatics. This forms an important community outreach effort to bring together bioinformatics researchers, junior scientists, and industry partners from all over Europe. The EuBIC-MS Winter School, held every two years, is the major European conference dedicated to computational mass spectrometry and proteomics bioinformatics. This conference features five educational days dedicated to workshops and training sessions of computational mass spectrometry tools and workflows, as well as keynote lectures by internationally renowned speakers and practical workshops covering aspects of identification, quantification, result interpretation, and integration of mass spectrometry data. Alternating with the Winter School, the EuBIC-MS Developers’ Meeting is organised every second year. The aim of the Developers' Meeting is to bring together bioinformaticians, computer scientists and developers in computational mass spectrometry to discuss and collaborate in an open and constructive spirit. These meetings act as incubators for new ideas and provide a structure for new open source projects to arise. (e.g. MegaGO, Universal Spectrum Explorer (USE), IsoProt, and an update of ThermoRawFileParser). Although EuBIC-MS is a young initiative (only two Developers’ Meetings took place to date), the Developers’ Meetings have already nurtured new developments in computational proteomics and have provided the environment for community-driven implementation sprints. In addition to these collaborative developments, each EuBIC-MS Winter School and Developers’ Meeting has resulted in the publication of a Proceeding.

Next to the collaborative projects conducted during the Developers’ Meetings, we also stimulate scientific exchanges between laboratories and foster financial support for visits and travels between collaborating research groups in Europe. We also collaborate with major bioinformatics and proteomics consortia and infrastructures (Figure 1). Herein, several EuBIC-MS members have contributed to new ELIXIR implementation studies. While these projects are federated and funded by the ELIXIR European infrastructure, the strong relationship between ELIXIR and EuBIC-MS gives young researchers the opportunity to widely strengthen their network. A current ongoing implementation study focuses on the setup and benchmarking of proteomics workflows specifically designed for execution in a cloud environment.
This will facilitate the reanalysis of datasets from public data repositories, such as PRIDE\textsuperscript{17}, which is currently an important challenge for the proteomics community. Reuse of proteomics data also fundamentally relies on its metadata, such as the sample type, instrument parameters, and the experimental design of the underlying study. Recently, EuBIC-MS has started a collaborative project to tackle this challenge with the HUPO Proteomics Standards Initiative (HUPO-PSI)\textsuperscript{18}, an initiative that defines community standards for data representation in proteomics and interactomics to facilitate data comparison, exchange and verification, e.g. the well-established mzML format\textsuperscript{19}, and the more recent PSI Extended Fasta Format (PEFF)\textsuperscript{20} and the Universal Spectrum Identifier (USI)\textsuperscript{21}. Here, we have proposed a new proteomics metadata standard: the Sample and Data Relationship Format for Proteomics file format (SDRF-Proteomics)\textsuperscript{22}. This standard is cross-compatible with the MAGE-TAB format\textsuperscript{23}, which is widely used in the transcriptomics community. As of December 2020, 146 ProteomeXchange\textsuperscript{24} projects have been annotated, and this number is expected to increase quickly in 2021, after the official publication of the SDRF-Proteomics file format.

Since its creation five years ago, EuBIC-MS has contributed to the establishment of a new computational mass spectrometry community that provides research opportunities for its members. This has led to unprecedented interactions between bioinformaticians and biostatisticians working in the MS and proteomics fields and to the emergence of several community-driven projects. As ambassadors of open science and open software development we consider open research to be of major importance, as this improves the quality and sustainability of bioinformatics solutions in the long term. In the future, EuBIC-MS plans to strengthen its relationship with other EuPA initiatives and community-driven initiatives. Moreover, we plan to reach out to other computational mass spectrometry fields, such as computational lipidomics and metabolomics, and support developments, standards, and training that matter to the entire community.

EuBIC-MS is always on the lookout for enthusiastic bioinformaticians and computer scientists at all career stages who would like to become members of our open community, and therefore also gain access to an extensive network of prominent bioinformaticians and computational mass spectrometrists. EuBIC-MS welcomes everyone interested in computational MS and proteomics.
bioinformatics from all over the world. There is no official registration or expectation of active engagement. If you want to help out with organising meetings, maintaining EuBIC-MS web resources, providing support, join our discussions, or just see what EuBIC-MS members are up to, please join our Slack channel (eubic.slack.com).
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Figure 1. EuBIC-MS and its collaborators.